
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CONTENT
ORDER SET ANALYSIS
Examine order set utilization within your organization. The Order Set
Analysis dashboard provides statistics and detail on how order sets are
utilized. Determine which order sets haven’t been used for a given time
frame, or display your most used order sets. Get a breakdown of what
order procedures are being used on an order set. Trend order set
utilization over time by order set, order procedure, order provider, or
order provider group.

With MEDITECH’s personalized Order Set Analysis dashboard, users can:

⠗ Identify and retire unused order sets.

⠗ Trend order set utilization by a variety of breakdowns.

⠗ Find underused order sets.

⠗ Track initiatives to promote new order sets.

⠗ Optimize order set build by eliminating unnecessary procedures.

⠗ Analyze provider usage of order sets.

⠗ Investigate non-set orders to determine need for new order sets.

KEY METRICS

⠗ Order set utilization %

⠗ Order set procedure usage %

⠗ Order set count

⠗ Order set procedure count

⠗ Order count

DATA SOURCES

⠗ EHR - Order Management

INTENDED AUDIENCE

⠗ CNO

⠗ CMIO

⠗ CMO

⠗ Directors

⠗ Department heads

⠗ Managers

BENEFITS OF A PROFESSIONAL SERVICES BUSINESS AND CLINICAL ANALYTICS ENGAGEMENT

✪ Sophisticated data models that provide insight for organizational improvement.

✪ Personalized dataset and dashboard development.

✪ Dedicated assistance from SQL data engineers, dashboard developers, and subject matter experts.

✪ BCA ETL monitoring, user maintenance, and post-LIVE validation.

✪ Comprehensive training that educates your organization or a group of users on BCA.

✪ Education and knowledge transfer on data and dashboard content for future maintenance and success.

✪ Ability to layer services on top of quality initiatives, improvement projects, and efforts to reduce cost.
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WHAT SETS US APART

Accessibility
We are MEDITECH and
have full access to all

resources.

Experience
We have seasoned
professionals with

industry knowledge
and years of MEDITECH

experience.

Product Knowledge
We know our system

best.

Exclusivity
We perform services
other firms cannot,
such as reviewing

internal code in your
EHR and identifying

data points.

Joint Project
Management

We use collaborative
tools to keep projects

on track.

OUR OFFERING
MEDITECH’s experienced subject matter experts possess a deep knowledge of electronic clinical quality
improvement strategy and data sourcing. As part of this engagement, a SQL data engineer will provide
analytics development and support to help you track outcomes. You’ll receive rapid deployment of a BCA
dataset and dashboard, as well as personalized training for navigating these tools to gain insights into the data.

OUR CONTENT

For more information or to request a quote, contact your marketing consultant or reach out to MEDITECH
Professional Services directly.
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